Prescription for brand certainty

With millions of pharmaceutical trademarks in use around the world, including marks not officially registered, pharma trademark research presents unique challenges. We help you meet those challenges with a range of industry-leading trademark clearance solutions that meet the specialized needs of pharmaceutical brand owners.

Specialized knowledge
Our dedicated Pharmaceutical Research Team understands the unique dynamics of the highly regulated, global healthcare industry. Our seasoned analysts have specialized training and expertise that enables them to skillfully analyze and evaluate the pharmaceutical industry’s unique, expanded criteria for confusingly similar marks and drug names. That’s expertise no free or low-cost online search can match.

Full Availability Search
We search trademark registers for Class 5 in the jurisdictions you select to identify relevant results for pharmaceutical trademarks. You receive the insight needed to assess the uniqueness and determine the availability of your product name. When the U.S. or Canada are included, we search additional pharma-industry-specific sources and include our authentic POCA (Phonetic & Orthographic Computer Analysis) designed to help predict when a proposed drug name may not pass the FDA or Health Canada drug name safety evaluation.

Pharma In-Use Similarity Search
Add the Pharma In-Use Similarity Search to your Full Availability Search to add in-use coverage for greater certainty. We search the database of pharmaceutical names in use to see if a name or trademark is already being used, helping you avoid a potential conflict. Our authentic U.S. POCA (Phonetic & Orthographic Computer Analysis) designed to help predict when a proposed drug name may not pass the FDA’s drug name safety evaluation.

Pharma In-Use Link
When you add the Pharma In-Use Link to your Full Availability Search we search the class 5 trademark database, screening each selected trademark to see if an identical name appears in the database of pharmaceutical names in use covering nearly 70 countries. This tells you immediately if a trademark is actually being used.

Global Pharmaceutical Search
Clearing pharmaceutical brands in key international markets takes global insight. Our exclusive Global Pharmaceutical Search helps you quickly assess the availability of a pharmaceutical trademark across multiple countries. In one integrated, online report you receive coverage of key trademark registers and common law sources so you can make decisions with maximum confidence.
Pharmaceutical Search sources

Full Availability Search (Class 5)
• Trademark registers for the countries you specify
• WHO including proposed International Nonproprietary Names (INN)
• For UK searches: ISO/BS agrochemical names of the UK, British Approved Names (BAN)

Our broad and deep coverage helps you keep pace with growth in pharma trademark activity.

Pharma In-Use Similarity Search
• IMS Health Pharmaceuticals In-Use

Global Pharmaceutical Search
• Trademark registers for U.S., U.K., Spain, France, Germany, Switzerland, Italy, Benelux, Canada, Australia, International Register (for WIPO country searches) and European Union Trademarks (for EU country searches) – choose the registers that match your needs.
• IMS Health Pharmaceuticals In-Use

U.S. and Canada Pharmaceutical Sources
• IMS Health Pharmaceutical In-Use
• WHO and USAN stems
• American Drug Index
• FDB MedKnowledge
• USP Dictionary of USAN and International Drug Names
• Micromedex, covering international and FDA-approved drugs (exclusive)
• National Drug Code Directory
• The Natural Medicines Database
• FDA Orange Book
• Red Book
• Drugs@FDA (POCA)
• RxNorm (POCA)
• Medical Devices Active License Listing (MDALL)
• Compendium of Pharmaceuticals and Specialties (CPS)
• Veterinary Biologics
• Canadian Licensed Natural Health Products Database (POCA)
• Canadian Drug Products Database (POCA)

Trusted insight at every step

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Screening</th>
<th>Clearance</th>
<th>Protection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SAEGIS® on SERION®</td>
<td>TMgo365™</td>
<td>Full Availability Search</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global online &quot;knock-out&quot; search</td>
<td>Innovative, cloud-based research solution</td>
<td>The gold standard trademark clearance search</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To learn more, visit compumark.com
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